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Root-Specific Promoters 
 

Promoters of genes involved in oat avenacin 
biosynthesis with root-specific expression profiles 

 

Expression profile tested in monocot and dicot plant 
species demonstrating the use for tissue-selective 

expression of genes in transgenic crops 
 

Update: 
Sad1 and Sad2 promoters drive root-specific expression 

in wheat 

 
 
 
Avenacins are antimicrobial triterpene glycosides (saponins) that are synthesized and accumulate in the roots of oats (Avena 

spp.). The first committed step of the avenacin biosynthetic pathway involves the cyclase enzyme β-amyrin synthase which 

converts 2,3-oxidosqualene to the triterpene precursor β-amyrin, which is then converted to biologically active avenacins via 

a series of further steps catalysed by other enzymes including a cytochrome P450 enzyme that is related to sterol 

demethylases. 

 

Researchers led by Professor Anne Osbourn at the John 

Innes Centre (Norwich, UK) have previously cloned the 

genes encoding the β-amyrin synthase and cytochrome 

P450 enzymes involved in avenacin synthesis and called 

them Sad1 and Sad2 respectively. The promoters of these 

genes have now been characterised, and shown to be 

tightly regulated and restricted to expression in the 

epidermal cells of the root tip and lateral roots of oats, 

the site of accumulation of avenacins. Furthermore, 

promoter reporter fusion experiments have shown that the 

Sad1 and Sad2 promoters have similar profiles of 

expression as they do in oat when transformed into rice 

and the model dicot plant Arabidopsis. The figure on the 

right shows pSad1-GUS expression in Arabidopsis (2 

panels on the left) and rice (2 panels on the right). Deletion 

studies of the promoter region have led to the design of 

finely tuned promoter constructs. 

 

Expression of the Sad promoter GUS constructs were analysed for the impact of hormones on expression level. GUS 

expression was tested in a range of auxin (transport and response) mutants and also in at reduced gibberellin levels.  Plants 

with the auxin mutations showed normal levels of GUS in the root tips therefore Sad gene expression hypothesize is auxin-

independent. Modifications of the gibberellin levels in the root through addition of GA3 or an inhibitor of GA synthesis (PAC) 

demonstrated that Sad gene expression is gibberellin-dependent, with a higher level of gene expression at lower levels 

gibberellins. 
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Further analysis widened the tested species to a legume, alfalfa; demonstrating that the two promoters are able to drive root 

specific expression in legumes as well. As in Arabidopsis and rice, the Sad1-GUS reporter construct gave strong expression 

in the primary root tip and in the lateral root initials. The Sad2 construct gave weaker GUS expression and expression was 

restricted to the meristematic tissue of the primary root tip. An additional new aspect of the expression pattern was the 

detection of GUS expression in nodules.  

 

Now the two promoters have also been tested in wheat and a similar expression profile has been observed in this plant: 

 

 

 

 

In the above pictures, the expression of sad1 promoter GUS fusions (left) and sad2 GUS fusions (right) have been analysed. 

The results demonstrate very distinctive expression patterns, confirming that the promoters can also be used to drive root tip 

specific expression in wheat. 

 

The sad promoters may thus provide useful genetic tools for directing heterologous gene expression to the roots of a wide 

range of plants by operatively linking them to the appropriate genes of interest (e.g. for improved drought tolerance, nutrient 

uptake or disease resistance), with potential applications both in monocot and dicot crop species. 
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